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A positive trend supporting inquiry-based science instruction over traditional teaching was observed. A systematic literature review was conducted in order to identify the core phases of direct instruction, which include direct communication among peer students, teacher, etc. Saxon Math, Literature-Based Direct Instruction, Spalding Spelling, Latin Roots, Physical Education. CORE KNOWLEDGE Science, History, Poetry, Literature. The instructors employed mostly "direct instruction" (i.e., lecture).

An online learning model: A white paper based on the literature review titled 'A review of the literature on instructional interventions in mathematics for students with learning disabilities: direct instruction with individuals, direct instruction in groups, repeated.' Prior literature reviews have found using direct and explicit instruction for students with learning disabilities in mathematics to be effective. Educators' Opinions and Perceptions of the Direct Instruction Program, and its Effectiveness. Educating Students with Disabilities: direct instruction with individuals, direct instruction in groups, repeated.

Study Variables – Direct Instruction, academic achievement, discipline. Literature Review. It is argued that students who receive direct instruction are less likely to fail. Here's a Direct Instruction lesson using the third grade math CCSS 3.OA.3 and 3.OA.5. The following slides are for review. Literature Circle Printables.